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Abstract—In this paper, design of fractional order 

proportional-integral-derivative (FOPID) controllers in 

nonlinear multi-area interconnected systems, is presented. A 

three-area test system is considered to carry out this study. 

Typically, each turbine has limited generation rate constrain 

(GRC), while nonlinear performance of governor is described 

by its dead band (DB). Time delays imposed by signal 

telemetry are considered as well. Mayfly optimization 

algorithm (MOA) is proposed to compute the optimum 

parameters of FOPIDs, while minimizing a time domain based 

objective function. The system time response stimulated by 

step-load perturbation (SLP) is quantized using common ITAE 

index. The proposed design is compared to other designs 

optimized using different intelligent algorithms where the 

superiority of the proposed is emphasized. Robustness test 

based on Hermite-Biehler theorem showed that system is stable 

subject to parametric-uncertainties. 

Keywords— LFC; FOPID; Time delay; GRC; Dead band; 

MOA; Hermite-Biehler theorem.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The dynamic balance between power generation and total 
load demand plus system power losses are essential for load 
frequency control in power systems. When this balance is 
disrupted, frequency deviation, change of scheduled power 
exchange between controlled areas and change of operation 
point will occur, which in result will lead system to 
separation and further instability consequences. To preserve 
system stability, load frequency control (LFC) is used which 
is defined as the regulation of the power output of generators 
within a controlled  area, LFC changes unit generation by 
changing operation point to keep the balance between 
generation and total load demand. Power systems are usually 
divided into various areas. Each area has its own generation, 
loads and system losses. Those areas are interconnected 
through tie lines. The tie lines are utilized for interchange 
scheduled power between the connected areas and provide 
inter-area support in case of abnormal conditions. To keep 
the power interchanges between areas at their scheduled 
values power system secondary regulation loop which 
usually called AGC is used. PID, FOPID, PIDA 
(proportional integral derivative acceleration [1], sliding 
mode controller (SLMC)[2], [3], fuzzy logic controller 
(FLC) [4]are some types of controllers which used in AGC. 
Various comparisons between LFC methodologies are 
presented in [5]. There are assortment of different 
computational intelligence-based techniques exist for 
suitable tuning of the LFCs controller parameters. Many 
Global optimization techniques as well as computational 

intelligence-based techniques have been employed in the 
design of LFCs. Artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm  

Applied to PID controllers in linear single, two and 
multi-area Interconnected Power Systems in [6]. an attempt 
has been made to solve LFCs problem using grey wolf 
optimization (GWO) technique in two-area Interconnected 
Power Systems tacking into consideration GRC[7]. 
Imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA) was used to tune 
FOPID control parameters in linear two-area power 
systems[8]. LFC in a linear two-area power systems using 
the lévy-flight firefly optimization algorithm (LFOA) is 
presented in [9]. (FOPID) controller based on Gases 
Brownian Motion Optimization (GBMO) is used in order to 
mitigate frequency and exchanged power deviation in linear 
two-area power system in [10]. The development of a non-
linear neural network controller using a generalized Hopfield 
neural network based self-adaptive PID controller has been 
investigated in [11]. Several robust control design techniques 
are used on the LFC problem so that the designed control 
unit is able to treat with system uncertainties. A 
Decentralized radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) 
based for LFC is used in three-area system [12], linear matrix 
inequalities (LMI) technique and iterative linear matrix 
inequalities (ILMI) algorithm are presented in [13], An 
adaptive Micro-Grid scheme including EV for LFC [14], 
optimal control theory and the linear quadratic regulator 
(LQR)  is introduced in [15], LQR for a multi-area 
interconnected power system formulated and tested in[16]. 
There is numerous other widespread control strategies like 
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distributed economic model predictive control (DEMPC) 
strategy [17], the concept of active disturbance rejection 
control (ADRC) [18], singular value decomposition (SVD) 
in [19], etc. have also been used in decentralized LFC of 
multi-area power systems. This paper proposes a recently 
Mayfly Optimization (MOA) algorithm to tune the 
parameters of FOPID controllers in a nonlinear three-areas 
power system, as well as to comparatively study the 
proposed algorithm with GWO, ABC, and a recently Atom 
search optimization (ASO) introduced in[20], as well as 
compare the results with the last scenario in[21], where the 
GA algorithm is used to design PI controllers for the same 
system, but GA was unable to stabilize the system when all 
three constraints were enabled. Finally, the system was tested 
against parametric-uncertainties.  The system simulation is 
recognized by using MatLab/Simulink. 

II. FRACTIONAL-ORDER PID (FOPID) CONTROL 

Thanks to its simple structure and functionality, integer-

order PIDs (IOPIDs) are commonly used in industry. Such 

controller has the main gains that must tune appropriately in 

order to obtain good performance. Recently fractional 

calculus has emerged to generalize IO calculus. As a result 

fractional order PID controllers can simple parameterize all 

admissible PIDs, i.e. FOPID can characterize the whole set 

of controllers Including IOPIDs. From the design point of 

view, the parameters of the FOPID controller 

(                ) should be adjusted to enhance system 

performance. However IOPID controller has only the main 

gains          . Summing up, FOPID can simply extend 

the search domain by integral and differential terms. 

Physically, exact implementing of fractional-order integral-

deferential terms is not a straight forward process. Hence 

fractional terms are after approximated by rational functions 

of integer polynomials. Parallel FOPID controller block 

diagram is shown in Figure 1. various approximation based 

on exact frequency response  of fractional terms are notable 

in control literature such as Crone, Carlson, , Oustaloup, 

Chareff approximation [22]and  recently Modified 

Oustaloup approximation [23]. In this paper Oustaloup 

approximation is used. Oustaloup approximation is based on 

the approximation of a function of the form: 
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Where       are the high and low transitional 

frequencies.   

 

Figure 1 Parallel FOPID controller block diagram 

III. MAYFLY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

Mayflies are an ancient group of insects, which have 

more than 3000 species of it. After hatching from eggs they 

grow as aquatic nymphs.  When mayflies reach adulthood, 

they ascend to the surface.  An adult Mayfly lives only a 

few days, until it achieves its ultimate goal of reproduction. 

Adult males gather up in swarms, they perform nuptial 

dance to attract females.  Females fly into these swarms to 

mate with males. When mating complete females drop their 

eggs to water. The mayfly optimization was first introduced 

by Zervoudakis,  Tsafarakis[24]. The algorithm can be 

summarized as follows: 
1. Initiation: initialize the population of males position as 

1[ ,..., ]i dx x x  and females 
1[ ,..., ]i dy y y  and its 

corresponding velocities
1[ ,..., ]i dv v v . 

2. Male movement: each mayfly adjusts its position 

toward its personal best position
bestp , as well as the 

best position attained by its neighbors
bestg . Which can 

be described as follows:    
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Where      
        

  are the position and velocity of 

agent i at dimension j and iteration t.           are the 

global and personal learning coefficient .  is fixed 

coefficient.           are personal and global Cartesian 

distance, respectively.  The velocity of the best mayfly 

is given by    
       

      .where r is random value 

in range of [-1, 1] and d is nuptial dance coefficient.  

3. Female movement: female mayfly update its location 

according to the Cartesian distance between itself and 

males as follows:   
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Where      
        

  are the position and velocity of 

female i at dimension j and iteration t.    is a positive 

attraction coefficient .  is a fixed coefficient.      is the 

Cartesian distance between female and male, 

respectively.    is a random coefficient. 

4. Mating of mayflies: male and female will mate and 

produce two off springs. Which  equation as follows: 
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 Where L is random number, male is a male parent and 

female is female parent. One off spring will be added to 

male population and the other off spring will be added to 

female population. Off spring initial velocities will be equal 

to zeros. The select of male and female can be random or 

based on fitness. 

5.   Update solutions: worst solutions are replaced with the 

best new ones, then gbest, pbest will be updated. The 
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above steps repeated until stop criteria is met.  
 

 

IV. CASE STUDY 

 The single line diagram of the proposed system is 

shown in Figure 2. Every area contains FOPID controller, 

governor and a single reheat turbine .GRC, Time delay and 

dead band physical constrains are considered together in this 

system, where GRC is equal to 3% p.u.MV/min, time delay 

is 2 seconds and dead band is 0.036 Hz. Areas are connected 

via a power line called the tie line. ACE signal is filtered 

before being used by low-pass filter with a corner frequency 

Fc=5 Hz, a 0.02 p.u. system is stimulated with step load 

perturbation (SLP) applied to areas 1 and 3. System 

parameters are shown in appendix A and these parameters 

are taken from [25] .The dynamic model of three-area power 

system is shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 2 Single line diagram of the suggested three-area test system. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

Four different meta-heuristic optimization techniques 

(MOA,GWO,ABC and ASO) have been proposed in this 

paper to optimally tune the suggested FOPID controllers in 

each of the three-areas. Each algorithm is executed for 100 

iterations. The perfomance measure used in this paper is 

integral time weighted absolute error (ITAE) index, which is 

used to minimize the error in both of frequency and tie line 

power. ITAE punishes long duration transients, and it gives 

better results for this system. A system designed using this 

criterion shows well damped oscillations and minimal 

overshoots. ITAE is defined as: 

 
     ∫  |                     
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where      is simulation time. GA based PI controller 

results in [21] have been also considered in simulation 

results. Table 1 simply presents optimal parameters of 

fractional PID controllers deduced / computed by MOA, 

GWO, ABC, and ASO. The performance index for 

performed algorithms is shown in Table 2.  It is obvious 

from Table 2 that MOA have the best ITAE cost function. 

Fitness function of MOA, GWO, ABC, and ASO is shown 

in Figure 4.  The MOA exhibits good convergence which 

becomes the best after 27 epochs. A set of time domain 

specification is given in Table 3 using different algorithms. 

Clearly MOA-based FOPID controllers result in minimum 

settling time of about 14 sec in area-1 while all algorithms 

give equal frequency undershooting. From the frequency 

response in Figure 5 and the Tie-line power response in 

Figure 6 it is obvious that the GA-based PI controller 

system failed to stabilize the system.  Figure 7 shows the 

generation rate and, as can be seen, GA reaches the 

saturation limit but the other algorithms are far from 

reaching this limit. Control signal effort in Table 4 shows 

that MOA have the highest control effort. It can be 

concluded that the MOA algorithm based controller enhance 

the dynamic performance of the system as compare to the 

other algorithms.  

 

Area 1 

Area 2 

Area 3 

 

Load 1 

G1  

Load 2 

G2 P12 

P23 
P13 

Figure 3 Nonlinear three –area thermal power system considering GRC, TD, and DB. 

G3  

Load 3 

Area 1 

Area 2 

Area 3 
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Table 1 Optimum values of FOPID parameters by MOA, GWO, ABC, and 

ASO. 

Table 2 ITAE cost function computed by MOA, GWO, ABC, and ASO. 

Algorithm MOA GWO ABC ASO 

ITAE 17.66 19.115 22.115 54.052 

Table 3 Settling time, settling maximum, settling minimum, peak time and 

peak values of the frequency response. 

Table 4 

 Control signal effort 
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Figure 4 Fitness and iterations curve 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5 Frequency response for: (a) Area 1,(b) Area 2 and (c) Area 3. 

 
(a) 

               

A
re

a 
1
 MOA 1 0.15027 0.00002 0.00749 1.89035 

GWO 1.0 0.14982 0.00012 0.28877 0.00375 

ABC 0.98174 0.12841 0.01398 0.28849 0.10325 

ASO 0.80867 0.12173 0.11262 0.31119 0.46511 

A
re

a 
2
 MOA 0.99994 0.14528 0.05284 0.74014 0.00007 

GWO 1.0 0.08236 0.12046 0.34294 0.08490 

ABC 1.0 0.20012 0 1.0 0 

ASO 0.53672 0.07327 0.1282 0.54321 0.71907 

A
re

a 
3
 MOA 0.9939 0.15344 0 0.39246 0 

GWO 1.0 0.08236 0.12046 0.34294 0.08490 

ABC 0.90787 0.17652 0 0.06689 1.7996 

ASO 0.59508 0.11102 0.00006 0.6596 0.40405 

Area algorithm 
   

second 

    

Hz 

    

Hz 

   

second 

      

Hz 

1 

MOA 13.993 0.00456 -0.0035 4.2508 0.1727 

GWO 22.143 0.0077 -0.1733 4.2486 0.1733 

ABC 19.734 0.008 -0.0013 4.2759 0.17484 

ASO 48.375 0.0156 -0.1708 4.265 0.1708 

2 

MOA 16.24 0.00507 -0.0052 3.658 0.1785 

GWO 22.817 0.0078 -0.0049 3.669 0.1787 

ABC 19.108 0.0073 -0.1783 3.6582 0.17828 

ASO 49.146 0.0185 -0.0182 3.658 0.17876 

3 

MOA 19.273 0.00568 -0.0077 4.3492 0.17049 

GWO 23.691 0.0081 -0.0044 4.3438 0.1705 

ABC 18.249 0.0069 -0.0056 4.299 0.17037 

ASO 49.915 0.01741 -0.1707 4.339 0.17067 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6 Tie-line power response for: (a) Area 1,(b) Area 2 and (c) Area 3. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7 generation rate deviation for: (a) Area 1,(b) Area 2 and (c) Area 3. 
 

VI. ROBUSTNESS TEST USING HERMITE-BIEHLER 

THEOREM 

Hermite-Biehler theorem is used to test robustness of the 

system against parametric-uncertainties. This theorem   

states that a given real polynomial must satisfy a certain 

interlacing property to be Hurwitz stable. A real polynomial 

of degree n can be written as: 

                  
 

 
(11)

 
This can be arranged as: 
          

        
  

 
(12)

 
Where       are the coefficients of the even and odd 

powers of s respectively. Then      is Hurwitz stable when 

the non-negative real zeros of                     
satisfy the following interlacing property: 

                    
 

(13)
 

For the system under discussion, a robustness test is 

created with an error of ± 10% in the system parameters. 

Changing the system parameters in the specified range will 

result in several values for each of the even and odd 

frequency bands. The minimum and maximum values of the 

frequency bands of the system polynomial are shown in 

Table 5. By observing the results shown in Table 5, no 

intersection between periods was found and the interlacing 

property was satisfied. 

 

Table 5 Odd/even frequencies interlocking of the system polynomial. 

i 
        

i 
        

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 

1 0.00898 0.009 0.018 0.019 11 4.061 4.084 4.144 4.212 

2 0.029 0.03 0.041 0.043 12 4.872 5.155 5.345 5.369 

3 0.055 0.058 0.073 0.077 13 5.461 5.61 6.691 7.245 

4 0.096 0.102 0.126 0.133 14 8.845 9.547 11.57 12.42 

5 0.164 0.173 0.217 0.228 15 14.97 15.97 19.25 20.39 

6 0.287 0.301 0.382 0.4 16 24.73 26.03 31.92 33.38 

7 0.508 0.532 0.672 0.704 17 41.57 43.18 54.72 56.47 

8 0.884 0.929 1.158 1.226 18 72.94 74.82 98.85 100.9 

9 1.52 1.622 2.008 2.161 19 137.88 140.2 203.16 206 

10 2.672 2.894 3.556 3.813 20 334.31 338.22 721.8 728.8 
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VII. CONCLOSION  

In this work FOPID is tuned by MOA algorithm and is 

established for LFC for three area systems tacking into 

consideration non linarites GRC, DB and TD. By 

considering these constrains the dynamic behavior of 

interconnected power system are more realistic. These 

constrains have strong impact in the system and make the 

system severely nonlinear as a result, adjusting the 

controller parameters may not be an easy task. After 

comparing simulation results it can be concluded that 

FOPID tuned by MOA provides better performance than the 

other discussed controllers. The controller has achieved 

good performance for both of frequency and tie-line power 

exchange, as well as tolerance to parameters deviations with 

a predetermined limit. 
Appendix A.  
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           ,            [s];        ,         

,          [Hz/p.u.];         ,         ,          

[s];        ,         ,         [s];          , 

          ,             [p.u./Hz];        ,     
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